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This updated manual prepares prospective test takers for success on the MAT, a timed

word-association test that is widely used to screen applicants to graduate level academic programs.

The MAT is also used as a placement exam for management positions in many businesses. The

book's main features include:A diagnostic test and ten full-length practice examsSelf-scoring answer

keys following each testApproximately 1,300 additional practice questions with answersAdvice to

help test takers solve analogy problemsHelpful brush-up check lists cover graduate level vocabulary

with brief word definitions, selected foreign words and phrases used in English with their meanings,

and names of important persons in history, science, technology, and the arts that test-takers should

be able to recognize.
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I ordered KAPLAN, BARRON's and MAT for Dummies. Kaplan and Barron's were most helpful to

prepare for the MAT. It is best to take the quizzes repeatedly. There are ten practice tests in

BARRON's. I studied for 2 months and my number of correct answers went up from 30/40 to 60/70.

I am 53 years old and have not been in school for over 25 years. MAT average score is 400 and I

made a 424. Using these books was critical to my success.The last couple of weeks I began making

flashcards for questions that I kept getting wrong. I found that math was my weakest subject so the

day of the test I just skipped them. Humanities and history were also weak for me but this is where



the flashcards came in handy.I took a computerized version of the MAT at a local college. I

answered questions quickly and skipped the ones that I had to ponder over. The test took me back

to those "skipped" questions and then I answered as many as possible....mostly guessing. Good

Luck!

I read through all of the introduction and took 3 of the practice tests included. I scored in the 85th

percentile so I feel like the book really did it's job in preparing me for the MAT. I had checked out

several different study guides from the library before buying this book and I really preferred this

version. I actually donated it to the library after taking my test, so hopefully someone else can utilize

it.

Great learning tool. Not only does it give you the answers to the questions, but it explains the

answers and why it is the correct one. Plus there are different random facts in the back of the book

that might be on the MAT

This was a fantastic book!After studying it and doing many of the practice exams, I was able to

understand the types of questions asked and how to process them.My score was well above

average, and I know it wouldn't have been without the help of this book!

My wife took used this as her study guide for the MAT and did really well on it! The vocabulary list

provided in the book was helpful, as quite a few of the words were on the test. The practice tests

were realistic as well.

I used this study guide to prepare for the MAT and I did well on it. It has a good review section, and

lots of practice tests. The version of the MAT I took didn't have much of the same material as

covered in this book, but I think practicing doing analogies of any sort is beneficial. The math

questions on my MAT were more involved than the ones in these practice tests, but there weren't a

lot of them. I don't think I had any questions on mythology either. As I understand it, Pearson's does

not release old MAT questions, so the samples used in this book are just that---samples. Provides

good practice though.

The first half of the book is filled with information about taking the test and the test its self. The

second half is all practice tests. It is worth taking the time to use this book. My practice tests are



considerably better than my pre-test.

Some of what is contained in the book is available online free, but the practice tests alone are worth

the price of the book.
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